
 
ALGONQUIN LONGHOUSE FEATHER/CLAW/BEAD AWARDS 

 
COLOR  ACHIEVEMENT 
 
Maroon/Purple Starter. 
 
Yellow Know the Native American and Paleface names of all 

members in your tribe. 
 

Orange Know the Algonquin Longhouse ritual by heart (slogan, 
aims and pledge). 

 
White Parent and child make a craft for the tribe. This becomes a 

part of the tribal property. Some examples are campout 
awards, tribal drum, tribal wampum pouch etc. 

 
Green Attend a Nation campout. 
 
Tan Get a new Indian Guide/Princess and Parent to join your 

tribe, nation, or federation or participate in Recruitment 
night. 

 
Black  Learn and recite at a tribal meeting the song “Pals Forever” 

(Sons), or Friends Always (Daughters). 
 
Red Tribal visitation.  Parent and child must attend one meeting 

of another tribe then make a report to their own tribe about 
the points of interest of this other meeting. Be sure to make 
appointments with the host of the tribe you will be visiting. 

 
Blue Attend a Tribal overnight. Sometimes at a Nation campout 

there is a Friday night option that would satisfy this 
requirement. 

 
 

ADVANCED FEATHER/CLAW/ BEAD AWARDS 
 
Advanced feather or bead awards are for parent and child. These awards require more time, 
effort, and skills than the first eight awards. They are associated with attaining the rank of 
Haylushka. These projects are chosen with the skills and interests of the older children in mind.  
The first eight awards must be earned before attempting the following awards for Haylushka. 
The demonstration of these tasks and skills is done before a Haylushka Council, which takes 
place at campouts, or a designated Nation Event. Each Nation determines what the Haylushka 
Council is for that Nation. 
 



FEA/CLAW/BEAD TASK DESCRIPTION 
 
Gold/White/Red 10 things of Nature This award is made for collecting and being able to 

identify by 
sight ten things of nature. Parent and child should 
collect and label the items so that when they are 
shown the items, they cannot read the label. 

 
 To qualify for the award, the child should be able to 

identify by sight the first five items selected by the 
Haylushka Council. The Parent will then identify 
the remaining five items. 

 
Brown tip Eagle Wing Indian Sign This is awarded to the parent and child team upon 

explanation and 
/Brown/Brown Language demonstration before the Haylushka Council the Six 

Aims using 
  Indian Sign Language. The Haylushka Council will 

pick at random 
  any three of the Aims and ask the child to recite the 

Indian 
  translation and demonstrate the sign language for 

each of the 
  requested three Aims. The parent then follows with 

the remaining 
  three. 

 
Black tip Eagle Wing Indian Dances Parent and child to demonstrate and explain at least 

three of the 
/Black/Black  Indian dance steps. The parent will serve as tom – 

tom beater. 
 


